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In [1]* we introduced the concept of a non-commutative local ring and

studied the structure of such rings. Unfortunately, we were not able to show-

that the completion of a local ring was a semi-local ring. In this paper we

propose to study a class of rings for which the above result is valid. This

class of rings is the integral extensions - [4, 5]-of commutative local rings.

This class of rings includes the important class of matrix rings over commuta-

tive local rings. In part 1 below we study some elementary properties of

integral extensions and here we assume merely that the underlying ring is

semi-local. In part 2 we discuss some questions of ideal theory for arbitrary

local rings as well as for integral extensions. In a later paper we propose to

utilize our results to study the deeper properties of these rings including a

dimension theory for such rings. We are particularly indebted to the work of

Nagata Cβ, 7, 8, 9] in the preparation of this paper.

Part 1. Elementary properties

If R is a ring, J(R) will designate the Jacobson radical of R. Throughout

"ideal" will mean two-sided ideal.

(1.1) Def: If R is a ring with identity, R is said to be semi-local if:

(a) R satisfies the maximum condition for left ideals

(b) RlJ{R) satisfies the minimum condition for left ideals;

(c) Π Γ(R) =09J°{R) = R.
n=»0

If, in addition, R satisfies:

(d) JUD is a unique maximal ideal in Ry

then R is said to be a local ring. See [11
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(1.2) Def: Let R be a ring with identity and S a subring of the center of

R, 1 G S. R is said to be an integral extension of S if R satisfies the maximum

condition for S-submodules. Clearly, every integral extension is a finite

extension and if S is Noetherian the two concepts coincide. If R is an integral

extension of S and r e / ? , then there exists a relation of the form rn + sΛ-i

rn~x + . . . + so = 0, s,-eS all i. We shall assume the following properties of inte-

gral extensions.

(a) Every primitive ideal in R contracts to a maximal ideal in S.

(b) If P is prime in S there is a prime ideal Pf in R such that PΉS= P.

If P is maximal, P' is primitive.

(c) If Pf is prime in R, Pf Π $ is prime in S.

(e) If R is an integral extension of a semi-local ring S, then R is semi-

local, and if S is complete, R is complete.

Proofs (a)-(c) can be found in [4] and proofs of (d) and (e) can be found

in C51

We first show that if R is an integral extension of a local ring S then S

is a subspace of R with respect to the topology of Rinduced by powers oίJ(R).

The proof of this is contained in the following definition and lemmas:

(1.3) Def: If R and S are semi-local rings SER> R is said to be a concordant

extension of S if a sequence of elements {s,}, Si G S is regular in S if and only

if {si} is regular in R.

(1.4) LEMMA. If R and S are semi-local rings S^R, R is a concordant ex-

tension of S if and only if for any 2 positive integers m, n we can find integers

p and Q^O such that Jp(S)ΈJm(R)Γ\S and Jn(R)ΠSEjQ(S).

Proof. Follows directly from definition (1.3).

(1.5) LEMMA. // R is an integral extension of S, R is a concordant extension

of S.

Proof Remark (d) above shows J(R)Γ\ S ^ J{S) and, hence, Jn(S) ^/n(

Moreover, Jm(R) Π S i Jm+1(R) Π S and Π [/n(i?)ΠS] = (0). It follows

from [2, p. 695], that there exists a p^O such that 'jp(R)Γ\SEjm(S) for a given

Our result then follows from (1.4).
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(1.6) THEOREM. Let S be a complete semi-local ring contained in the center

of R such that Π l]n(S) /?] = 0, then \J(S) -RlΓ\S = J(S). If /?/[/(S) Rl is
n = 0

an integral extension of S/J(S), then R is an integral extension of S and a com-

plete semi-local ring.

Proof. Since l e /?, IJ(S) R1Γ\S^ JίS). Since S is commutative J{S) =
n

Π Pi, where P, , z = l, 2, . . ., n are the maximal primes in S. If ίJ(S) Z?]Π

S*J(S), there is an sGS, s^J(S) Ry s&J(S). Then sφPi, some i, say Pi.

We have Pi + s generates S and PiRΓ\SBPι + s. Thus, Pi/?ΠS= S and, hence,

Γ n γn

Π Pi •/? which contradicts our
i = 2 J

assumption that Π [/"(S) •/?] = 0. Thus, L7(S) -RlΓ\S = J(S).

If /?/L7(S) /?] is an integral extension of S/J(S), then R/ίJ(S)-Rl =

ίS/J(S)l («!, . . . , « « ) with «i e R/ίJ{S) i?l i = 1, 2, . . . n. If w, , ί = 1, 2,

. . . , n is a set of elements in R such that m maps on w, mod [/(S) /?] then

R= S(ui, . . . , un). In order to show this let re/?. Form w sequences n,j,

i = 1, 2, . . . , w, j = 0, 1, 2, . . . as follows: n, 0 = 0, all z and if n, k has been

defined for all k^m and each z so that r - Σ n r,, m w, G C/m(S) •/?], then we
u h

have, r - Σ ( n , m «ί) = Σ αίft, ^ e / ? , zt&Jm(S) and further, ** = Σ M («ί. ί «ι)
/ = 1 t = 1 i = 1

mod [/(S) /?], «ί, ,eS . Thus, if we let n, m+i = r/, m4- Σ at, rzt, the sequence

{n, j} is regular in S for each z and hence, has a limit n. Setting rf = Σ "

/ί Wί, we have (/ - r) e C/M(S) /?] for each w and, hence, r1 - r and /? =

S(wi, . . . ,Un). The completion of R follows from the remarks following (1.2).

The following theorem proves that the class of integral extensions of semi-

local rings have completions which are also semi-local.

(1.7) THEOREM. If R is an integral extension of a semi-local ring S, then the

completion R of R is semi-local.

Proof. R is semi-local and has a completion R. Now S is a subspace as

well as a subring of R by (1.5) and, consequently, S is a subspace of R. Thus,

the completion of S, S, is its closure in R. Thus, R = S (uu . . . , un) where

R= S (uu . . . , un), for S (uι, . . . , Un) is a complete semi-local ring containing

i?as a subring and subspace and it follows that S («lf . . . , un) is contained

in any complete ring containing R as subring where the completion is taken
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relative to the powers of JiR). The theorem then follows from the definition

of this completion of R.

We conclude this section with the following lemma which further shows

the analogy between integral extensions and commutative semi-local rings.

(1.8) LEMMA. Let R be an integral extension of a semi-local ring S such that

no element of S is a zero-divisor in R. If ui, . . . , un are linearly independent

over S they are also linearly independent over S. Moreover, if t£ΞS is a zero

divisor in Ry it is also a zero divisor in S.

Proof. Since R satisfies the maximum condition on S-modules, it follows

that ui, . .. , un can be extended to a maximal set of linearly independent (over

S) elements which we can assume to be «i, . . . , un. There then exists an

s&S such that sRESui + . . .•+• Sun, s^O. Suppose now that we have Σ n

Si ui = 0, 5/GS. For each ί, s, = lim s#, SIJELS and Σ " (s Sij w) G Σ n (Jy(S)
j t = l i=l

m) for each j = 0t 1, 2, . . . . Since {ui}, i = 1, . . . , n are linearly independent

over S, s Sij-aij, aij&JJ'(S) for each i and j . Thus, {s'Sij}, j -0,1, 2, . . . is

a null sequence for each / = 1, 2, . . . , n. Since s is not a zero divisor in R>

Si = 0, i = 1, 2, . . . , n.

Now, let t be any element of S which is not a zero divisor in S and sup-

pose tr = 0, r e ^. If s is such that s # ϋ S«!+ . . . + Sun, sGS, 5^0, sr =

Σ n (s, w/), Si&S. Hence, Σ' 4 (ί s, «/) = 0, and ί s, = 0, * =-. 1, 2 n. We
ί = l i = l

then have Si - 0, f = 1, 2, . . . , n and, hence, 5 r = 0 and r = 0.

Part II. Ideal theory and chain conditions

Integral extensions of local rings satisfy a strong chain condition with

respect to a certain class of ideals. We begin with a definition of this class

of ideals.

(2.1) Def: An ideal P in an arbitrary ring R is said to be prime if

A B g P implies either A £ P or B E P, A, £, ideals of /?. An ideal Q in i? is

said to be left primary if AB^kQ, BΦQ implies AnEQ for some integer n>0,

A, B ideals of R. If Q is left primary, let P be the join of all ideals / of R

having the property that In ϋ Q for some integer n > 0. P is an ideal of R

and if R satisfies the maximum condition for left ideals, P is a prime ideal,

called the associated prime of Q. It follows that for some integer m > 0, P^ΈΞQ.
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The following shows that there is an abundance of left primary ideals in

a local ring.

(2.2) LEMMA. If R is a local ring, JiR) is a prime ideal and Jn(R) is a left

primary ideal with associated prime J(R) for each integer n>0.

Proof. Since JiR) is primitive, it is prime. For every proper ideal ICR,

iEJiR) and Γ^JniR) for all n>0. Thus, Jn(R) is left primary with associ-

ated prime for each integer n>0.

Cor. If R is a local ring and Q a left primary ideal with associated prime

J(R), then J{R) is a unique prime for Q.

(2.3) LEMMA. // R is a local ring and I an ideal of R, then I is a left primary

ideal with associated prime JiR) if and only if J?\R) ϋ / for some integer n>0.

Proof. If / is left primary with associated prime JiR), then Jn(R) i?/,

some integer n>0. Conversely if Jn(R)ϊ==IEJ(R), then /is clearly left prima-

ry with associated prime JiR).

COR. If R is a local ring a?ιd I a left primary ideal ivith associated prime

JiR), then I is closed in R.

Proof. JniR) g I by the lemma. Hence, I+Jm(R) = / for all m ̂  n. Thus,

π [/(i?) + /] = [/(i?)+/]n[72(/?) + / ] π . . . πC7M-1(/?) + / ] π / = 7 .
f = 0

Thus, I is closed.

In [1], we have shown that a necessary and sufficient condition that R be

a complete local ring is that R= (C)w-the ring of n x n matrices over a com-

pletely primary ring C iC/JiC) is a division ring) where C itself is a complete

local ring. It is clear that P is prime in C if and only if (P)n is prime in

(C)«; Q is left primary in C if and only if (Q)n is left primary in (C) n ; / i i

Λϋ . . . in C if and only if iL)n ϋ iDn ϋ . . . in (C)n, and similarly for de-

scending chains. Thus, we reduce certain questions concerning complete local

rings to questions concerning completely primary rings. The following lemma

is the key in our reduction and is of some independent interest.

(2.4) LEMMA. Let R be a completely primary ring satisfying the maximum

condition for left ideals. Then, for any integer n^\, JniR)/JnhίiR) is a finite

dimensional left vector space over R/JiR). Moreover, if JniR) 2 T£Jn+1(R)
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for a left ideal T of R, then T/Jn*1(R) is a finite dimensional subspace of

J"(R)/Jn+1(R).

Proof If Cr+ /(/?)] e/?//(/?), [* + Γ+HRΠ e Jn(R)IJn+1(R) define ίr +

7(Λ)] [ί + 7n+1(Λ)] = Crί + / n f l (Λ)]67 # l (Λ)/7 n M (Λ). Clearly this is well

defined and Jn(R)/Jn+HR) is a left vector space over RlJ(R). Since 7n(#) =

#(κi, . . . ,us), ui(Ξjn(R), 1 = 1,2, . . . 5, every element of Jn{R)/Jn+\R) can

be written in the form: ?i «χ + . . . + r s ϊϊs, h&R/JiR), ΰiE:Jn{R)IJn>Γ\R).

Thus, Jn(R)IJnY\R) has finite left-dimension over R/JiR). The remainder of

the lemma follows immediately.

With the aid of the above lemma, we prove the following fundamental

theorem.

(2.5)* THEOREM. Let R be a completely primary ring satisfying the maximum

condition for left ideals and let Q be any left primary ideal in R with associated

prime J(R). Then RlQ satisfies the minimum condition for left ideals.

Proof. J(R/Q) = J(R)/Q and R/Q/J(R)/Q = R/'J(R). We then have R' =

RlQ is completely primary and satisfies the maximum condition for left ideals.

If we let 7' - J(Rf) then 7' is nilpotent of index of nilpotency m. It follows

then from (2.4) that we have a composition series for J'n/J'n+1 as a left R'-

module for each n>0. Since f is nilpotent of index m combining composition

series for /// 2, 7'77'3, > 7'm~77'w we obtain a composition series for the

left R1 module R1. It then follows from the Jordan Holder theorem that RlQ

satisfies the minimum condition for left ideals.

(2.6) THEOREM. Let R be a complete local ring and let Q be a left primary

ideal with associated prime J(R), then RlQ satisfies the minimum conditions for

left ideals.

Proof. R=(C)n with C completely primary. Moreover, there is a left

primary ideal / in C such that Q= (Dn and the associated prime of / is J(C).

Thus R/Q = (ClI)n and the result follows from(2.5) and our preliminary re-

marks. We remark that we can state a somewhat stronger result than (2.6)

namely, if R is isomorphic to (C)n and C is completely primary with maximum

* The author wishes to thank the referee for suggestions which led to essential simpli-
fications of (2.5), (2.6) and (2.7).
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conditions on left ideals, then if Q is left primary with associated prime J(R),

R/Q satisfies the minimum conditions on left ideals. (2.6) is the form in

which the result is most useful for local rings.

We now state a form of (2.6) for integral extensions. Here we need not

demand that the rings under consideration be complete.

(2.7) THEOREM. Let R be an integral extension of a local ring S. If Q is

any left primary ideal in R ivhich contracts to a J{S^-primary ideal in S, then

R/Q satisfies the minimum conditions on one-sided ideals.

Proof. Since S in Noetherian and QίΛS is /(S)-primary S/lQΓ\S} satisfies

the minimum condition. R/Q is an integral extension of S/ZQΠSl and is,

moreover, a finitely generated right or left S/CQΠS]-module. It then follows

that R/Q satisfies the minimum condition on right or left S/ίSΠQl submodules.

Hence, R/Q satisfies the minimum condition one one-sided ideals.

In view of the remarks following (1.2) the following is an immediate conse-

quence of the theorem.

COR. If R is an integral extension of a local ring S and Q a left primary

ideal in R whose associated prime is primitive, then R/Q satisfies the minimum

condition for two-sided ideals.
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